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Digital renaissance
• Online piracy (modestly) harms sales

• Literature estimates displacement rates between 
3.5%-20%

• Positive externalities offset the negative effects
(sampling, word-of-mouth)

• Additional revenue sources from advertising enabled by
‘automatic licensing‘ 

• Lower fixed costs to bring products to the market
• Production
• Promotion
• Distribution
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Many more books come to the market
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Many more movies come to the market

Source: Waldfogel (2016)
MPAA movies is the number of movies released by MPAA members per year.
Theatrical releases shows the number of movies appearing in the U.S. Box Office Mojo data for each year.
U.S. Movies at IMDb shows the number of U.S.-origin features and documentaries included in the IMDb database.



There are 1.3 billion videos on YouTube
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Source: Pex, https://blog.pex.com/what-content-dominates-on-youtube-390811c0932d

https://blog.pex.com/what-content-dominates-on-youtube-390811c0932d


Many more songs come to the market 

Source: Musicbrainz
Number of songs (singles and albums, all formats) released per day, U.S.



Lower fixed costs allow more entry of small firms

Source: Waldfogel (2012). Independent label share among annual Billboard 200 charts.
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Lower fixed costs allow more entry of small firms
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How does more entry affect the market for ideas?
How digitization interacts with traditional institutions in the book industry

§ Digital self-publishing platforms challenge traditional gatekeepers
§ (1) How does this affect license payments in the market for book ideas?

§ (2) Can it improve efficiency with which good ideas are picked up?

Self-publishing platform

Author

Traditional publisher

Market A Market B

>  >  >  >  >  >  >  >  >  >  >
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Data on expected and realized appeal
License deals reported by PublishersMarketplace

§ 2002-2015, 90k deals, 55k authors

§ Author, working title, editor, publisher, genre

§ Book deals and rights deals

§ 5 size categories (<49k to >500k)

Unit sales from Nielsen Bookscan

§ Weekly snapshots of sales data, 2002-2016

§ Publisher, genre and (for some years) most popular format

§ 8,500 authors, 23,000 titles



Unique data on 90,000 license deals, 2002-2015

Lynn York’s second novel, a follow up to her debut The 
Piano Teacher, to Trena Keating at Plume, in a very 
nice deal, by Suzanne Gluck at the William Morris 
Agency. 

12/04/2006. Fiction: General/Other

German rights to Karin Slaughter’s COP TOWN, the 
latest novel from the #1 international bestselling 
author, to Nicola Bartels at Blanvalet, in a major deal, 
for publication in 2015, by Victoria Sanders & Chris 
Kepner at Victoria Sanders & Associates. 

09/15/2014. International rights



Unique data on 90,000 license deals, 2002-2015

52,000 book deals 
40,000 rights deals
55,000 authors

Size categories for about 25% of the deals
§ Nice (less than 49k)
§ Very nice (50k to 99k)
§ Good (100k to 249k)
§ Significant (250k to 499k)
§ Major (more than 500k)
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Identifying the effect of self-publishing
Problem: Digitization happened for all authors at the same time

§ Amazon’s Kindle: November 2007

§ Apple’s iPad (and iBooks platform): April 2010 

§ Selfpublishing/E-book platforms: Lulu, Createspace, Smashwords, …
Figure 1: Adoption of e-reading devices and digital self-publishing platforms in the US
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platform to have their books published. Such self-publishing platforms are comparable to so-called

Vanity Presses and Print-on-Demand services, which also allow any author to publish their physical

books for a small fee.8 However, the full automation and digital distribution of the self-publishing

platforms drive costs down far below what these more traditional outlets could o↵er, making self-

publishing more popular among both authors and readers. While traditional publishers need to

“bet on the right horse” and only take on those book ideas which they expect to be successful,

self-publishing platforms provide a distribution channel for all books.

The right-hand panel of Figure 1 depicts the number of books published on the self-publishing

platform Smashwords. The supply of books has grown significantly after 2008, although the increase

is mostly driven by one particular genre. Before 2010, the number of Romance books was similar

to the number of books in other genres(e.g. fantasy, children, religion, mystery, self-improvement,

biography). In 2011, there were roughly twice as many romance books, and after 2011 the supply

of romance novels on the self-publishing platform is roughly 5 times larger than that of the second

most represented genre.

Self-publishing allowed many new authors to reach consumers, and some of these self-published

8
See Laquintano (2013) for a detailed discussion of the di↵erences between traditional vanity press and print-on-demand

services which entered the market using digital technology.
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Identifying the effect of self-publishing
Some book types are more appealing for self-publishing than others…

§ Low costs of entry into self-publishing

§ Relatively high demand for e-book versions
(self-publishing market is mostly about e-books)

Figure 1: Adoption of e-reading devices and digital self-publishing platforms in the US
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platform to have their books published. Such self-publishing platforms are comparable to so-called

Vanity Presses and Print-on-Demand services, which also allow any author to publish their physical

books for a small fee.8 However, the full automation and digital distribution of the self-publishing

platforms drive costs down far below what these more traditional outlets could o↵er, making self-

publishing more popular among both authors and readers. While traditional publishers need to

“bet on the right horse” and only take on those book ideas which they expect to be successful,

self-publishing platforms provide a distribution channel for all books.

The right-hand panel of Figure 1 depicts the number of books published on the self-publishing

platform Smashwords. The supply of books has grown significantly after 2008, although the increase

is mostly driven by one particular genre. Before 2010, the number of Romance books was similar

to the number of books in other genres(e.g. fantasy, children, religion, mystery, self-improvement,

biography). In 2011, there were roughly twice as many romance books, and after 2011 the supply

of romance novels on the self-publishing platform is roughly 5 times larger than that of the second

most represented genre.

Self-publishing allowed many new authors to reach consumers, and some of these self-published

8
See Laquintano (2013) for a detailed discussion of the di↵erences between traditional vanity press and print-on-demand

services which entered the market using digital technology.
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Self-publishing is most successful in RomanceFigure 3: Romance books in USA Today Top 150 bestseller list
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self-publishing platforms.

Hence, we conclude that romance and erotica novels are inherently better suited for digital self-

publishing than others, making them a prime candidate for the treatment group in a di↵erence-in-

di↵erences analysis. The identifying assumption in any di↵erence-in-di↵erences setting is that the

dependent variable would have followed a similar trend in the treatment and control groups had

the experiment not happened. A necessary condition for this assumption to hold is that trends of

treatment and control groups do not di↵er before the experiment. Using the long time dimension

of our data, we can provide some statistical insights that support this assumption, and therefore

address the concern that changes in the dependent variable would have occurred in the absence of

the experiment. In the spirit of Autor (2003), we estimate the following specification to test, year

by year, whether the size of license deals of romance authors is di↵erent from the size of license

deals of non-romance authors:

LogSizei,j,k,t = ↵+ �1Rj +
2008X

⌧=2002

�⌧ (�⌧ ⇥Rj) + Cj,t + ⌫k + µt + �t + "i,j,k,t (7)

The level of observation in this model is a license deal i closed on day t between author j and

editor k (at publisher p). Rj indicates whether the author is ever listed on a deal in the romance

category. We account for time-specific variation by including month-fixed e↵ects µt, and year-
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Traditionally published Romance is not becoming 
more successful
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Hypothesis 1:
License deals increase



(Non-)romance deals follow similar trends
Figure 5: License deals, group di↵erences over time
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Note: OLS estimates of the �⌧ coe�cients obtained from a regression of equation (10), i.e. yearly di↵erences in

LogSize between the treatment group (Romance authors) and the control group (non-Romance authors). The

omitted year is 2008, standard errors clustered on the editor-level, and bars indicate 90% confidence bands.

degree) face competition from digital platforms here. Thus, to test whether unobserved factors

specific to the romance genre, but unrelated to self-publishing, drive our results in Table 2, we

estimate the model defined in equation (9) on rights deals (rather than book deals).

Table 4 shows the results from this regression. The estimated coe�cient of After ⇥ Romance

is negative, small in magnitude, and statistically insignificant. Accordingly, it is unlikely that

advances for romance novels rose because demand for them increased disproportionately.

Additional Robustness Checks Our results suggest that the option to self-publish makes

authors better o↵ on average, but our results still may be driven by data peculiarities. We observe

deal sizes for only about 25% of all deals, and even then, we only observe the sizes in (arbitrary)

categories. Here, we examine the possibility of non-response bias and the dependence of our results

on the chosen transformations of the size categories.

To investigate potential non-reporting issues, we estimate the likelihood of the deal size being

reported at all in a linear probability model. Note that while non-reporting might change over

24
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platform to have their books published. Such self-publishing platforms are comparable to so-called

Vanity Presses and Print-on-Demand services, which also allow any author to publish their physical

books for a small fee.8 However, the full automation and digital distribution of the self-publishing

platforms drive costs down far below what these more traditional outlets could o↵er, making self-

publishing more popular among both authors and readers. While traditional publishers need to

“bet on the right horse” and only take on those book ideas which they expect to be successful,

self-publishing platforms provide a distribution channel for all books.

The right-hand panel of Figure 1 depicts the number of books published on the self-publishing

platform Smashwords. The supply of books has grown significantly after 2008, although the increase

is mostly driven by one particular genre. Before 2010, the number of Romance books was similar

to the number of books in other genres(e.g. fantasy, children, religion, mystery, self-improvement,

biography). In 2011, there were roughly twice as many romance books, and after 2011 the supply

of romance novels on the self-publishing platform is roughly 5 times larger than that of the second

most represented genre.

Self-publishing allowed many new authors to reach consumers, and some of these self-published

8
See Laquintano (2013) for a detailed discussion of the di↵erences between traditional vanity press and print-on-demand

services which entered the market using digital technology.
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Deals for romance novels get significantly bigger
Figure 5: License deals, group di↵erences over time
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degree) face competition from digital platforms here. Thus, to test whether unobserved factors

specific to the romance genre, but unrelated to self-publishing, drive our results in Table 2, we

estimate the model defined in equation (9) on rights deals (rather than book deals).

Table 4 shows the results from this regression. The estimated coe�cient of After ⇥ Romance

is negative, small in magnitude, and statistically insignificant. Accordingly, it is unlikely that

advances for romance novels rose because demand for them increased disproportionately.

Additional Robustness Checks Our results suggest that the option to self-publish makes

authors better o↵ on average, but our results still may be driven by data peculiarities. We observe

deal sizes for only about 25% of all deals, and even then, we only observe the sizes in (arbitrary)

categories. Here, we examine the possibility of non-response bias and the dependence of our results

on the chosen transformations of the size categories.

To investigate potential non-reporting issues, we estimate the likelihood of the deal size being

reported at all in a linear probability model. Note that while non-reporting might change over
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Table 2: Results: Changes in license deals

(1) (2) (3)
DV: Log(Size) DV: Size DV: Deal category

Romance -0.138⇤⇤ (0.057) -22.895⇤⇤ (11.567) -0.156⇤⇤ (0.065)
After2008 ⇥ Romance 0.140⇤⇤ (0.063) 31.990⇤⇤ (13.118) 0.167⇤⇤ (0.072)
Acclaimed 0.151⇤⇤⇤ (0.034) 27.112⇤⇤⇤ (7.301) 0.175⇤⇤⇤ (0.040)
Bestseller 0.984⇤⇤⇤ (0.059) 201.510⇤⇤⇤ (14.075) 1.158⇤⇤⇤ (0.070)
Contested 0.670⇤⇤⇤ (0.061) 117.900⇤⇤⇤ (15.337) 0.766⇤⇤⇤ (0.074)
Debut 0.046 (0.055) 15.997 (11.862) 0.063 (0.064)
Self-published 0.405⇤⇤⇤ (0.141) 92.313⇤⇤⇤ (32.575) 0.481⇤⇤⇤ (0.166)
Sequel 0.161⇤⇤⇤ (0.055) 26.972⇤⇤ (12.127) 0.181⇤⇤⇤ (0.063)

Observations 14771 14771 14771

R2 0.541 0.410 0.526
Notes: Editor, month-year fixed e↵ects, and constant not reported.

Standard errors, clustered on the editor-level, in parentheses.
⇤ p < 0.10, ⇤⇤ p < 0.05 ⇤⇤⇤ p < 0.01

estimate

LogSizei,j,k,t = ↵+ �1Rj + �1(Aftert ⇥Rj) + Cj + �2(Aftert ⇥ Cj)

+ �3(Aftert ⇥Rj ⇥ Cj) + µt + "i,j,k,t, (9)

where all variables are as described above. The results in Table 3 show that the increases in

advances may be mostly driven by ideas which are expected to be successful. The interaction term

of After ⇥ Romance ⇥ Bestseller is positive and statistically significant, suggesting that license

fees increase when a book’s potential market size is larger. While no other interaction terms are

significantly di↵erent from zero, the signs of the point estimates suggest similarly that those ideas

with more established authors see larger increases in advances.

Finally, we allow for a flexible time structure in the spirit of Autor (2003) to examine the timing

between the disintermediation and the increases in advances more closely. In particular, we estimate

the changes in deal sizes for romance authors compared to those for non-romance authors in each

individual year:

LogSizei,j,k,t = ↵+ �1Rj +
TX

�⌧ (�⌧ ⇥Rj) + Cj + ⌫k + µt + "i,j,k,t, (10)

22
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Table 4: Results: Changes in license deals, placebo exercises

(1)
Placebo-Group

DV: Log(Size), rights

After2008 ⇥ Romance -0.061
(0.095)

Observations 8194

R2 0.527

Dependent variables: Log(Dealsize+1) of deals concerning (audio, film, television, international) rights.

Notes: Editor, month and year fixed e↵ects, and constant not reported.

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered on the editor-level.
⇤ p < 0.10, ⇤⇤ p < 0.05 ⇤⇤⇤ p < 0.01

time or be correlated with the deal size, our identification strategy would only fail if there was a

systematic di↵erence in reporting trends between romance deals and those in other genres. The

small and insignificant coe�cient of After ⇥ Romance in column (1) of Table A.2 confirms that

there is no evidence of such issues.37

Columns (2)–(6) of Table A.2 show results of linear probability models using indicator variables

for the respective size categories. The comparison in each column is against all other categories,

e.g. <50 vs. �50 and Size not reported. The increases in advances are mainly driven by increases

in the probability of major deals, i.e. deals with volumes > 500k, but also by an increase in good

deals (100–249k) and a decrease of nice deals (<50k).

Finally, Table A.3, reports results from an ordered logit model, which allows for flexible estimation

of thresholds between categories.38 The results from this exercise are similar to our main results as

well, showing significant increases in the baseline probability of significant (250k–499k) and major

(>500k) deals.

5.3 Predicting Ex-Post Appeal

The above analysis shows a digitization-related increase in the advances paid to authors and an

increase in the number of books on the market. These additional books may provide useful infor-

37
We also test whether the necessary condition for the identifying assumption (common pre-trends) is satisfied in this

context. In results not reported but available upon request, we find no statistically significant di↵erences between

deals of romance and non-romance authors before 2008, providing additional support for our identification strategy.
38
The existing econometric theory regarding ordered logit/probit models with fixed e↵ects allows for individual-specific

fixed e↵ects, i.e. on the deal level, but has not considered multi-level fixed e↵ects, such as our editor-fixed e↵ects.

See for example (Baetschmann et al., 2015). We hence include group-specific trends instead of editor fixed e↵ects.
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Placebo experiment: rights deals
Placebo group

• TV/movie/audio book and international rights; no competition from self-publishing



Hypothesis 2:
More books will be on the market
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Figure 4: Number of new books per year in USA, Germany and France
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Data source: Bowker ISBN counts (US), Börsenverein des deutschen Buchhandels (Germany), and Bibliothèque

national de France (France).

in-di↵erences analysis. We now estimate the impact of self-publishing on advances based on this

identification strategy, and we later provide additional evidence that the identifying assumptions

hold.

5.2.1 Baseline Estimation

Our baseline model for testing Proposition 1 estimates the following di↵erence-in-di↵erences spec-

ification:

LogSizei,j,k,t = ↵+ �1Rj + �(Aftert ⇥Rj) + Cj + µt + "i,j,k,t (8)

The unit of observation in this model is a license deal i between author j and editor k (at publisher

p) closed on day t. Rj indicates whether the author is ever listed on a deal in the romance category,

and Aftert indicates whether the deal was closed after the year 2008, the first year in which people

indicated owning an e-reading device as shown in Figure 3. We are most interested in �, the

20

5 Estimation and Results

Our empirical estimation aims to provide evidence on three levels: the number of books which may

reach consumers (corollary 1.1), the size of license deals for those ideas which receive contracts

(proposition 1), and the predictability of success (proposition 2). To examine the first e↵ect, we

take advantage of variation across countries, and for the latter two, we utilize variation across

genres.

5.1 Changes in the Number of Books

Figure 4 shows the total number of new books (including re-editions) per country and year for

the United States, Germany and France from 2002 to 2010. During this time period, digital self-

publishing was de facto non-existent in Germany and France. While the number of new titles

stagnates in France and Germany, we see an exponential increase in the US after 2008 (note the

logarithmic scale) – the year after the Kindle was introduced there. In a formal analysis, we estimate

a di↵erence-in-di↵erences model defined by the equation

Log(Booksit) = ↵+ �(Aftert ⇥ USi) + ⌫t + µi + "it, (7)

where ⌫t and µi are year- and country-fixed e↵ects, respectively, and Aftert is 1 in the years

2009 and beyond. The OLS estimate of � is 1.044 with a standard error of 0.278 (p-value 0.000).

Although the small number of observations in this annual dataset doesn’t allow too strong an

inference, the point estimate implies that digital self-publishing leads to almost a doubling of the

number of books on the market (exp(1.044)� 1 = 1.84), compared to how the market might have

evolved without it.

Since publishers can observe the sales performance of all published books (including those published

by others), this substantial increase in the number of books mechanically translates into more

information which can be used to predict demand for new books.

5.2 License size

Section 4.2 suggests that romance and erotica novels are inherently better suited for digital self-

publishing than other genres, making them a prime candidate for the treatment group in a di↵erence-
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Hypothesis 3:
Predictions will become more precise



Defining prediction error (intensive margin)
• We compare license deals (ex-ante predictions) to future profits (ex-post appeal)

• We aggregate weekly unit sales to total revenues

• Anecdotal information: publisher profits are ~25% of revenues

• Because ex-ante data is categorical, we define the same categories in ex-post data

> $500k 4 3 2 1 0

$250k-499k 3 2 1 0 -1

$100k-249k 2 1 0 -1 -2

$50k-99k 1 0 -1 -2 -3

<$50k 0 -1 -2 -3 -4

<$50k $50k-99k $100k-249k $250k-499k > $500k

Ex
 a

nt
e

Ex post

false positives 

false negatives



(Non-)romance deals follow similar trends
Figure 7: Prediction error, group di↵erences over time
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year is 2010. Standard errors are clustered on the editor-level, and bars indicate 90% confidence bands.

after. We thus assume approximately equal bargaining powers across publisher and author.44

Table 6 repeats the analysis from the main estimation, using the lower target values. The esti-

mated impacts remain mostly unchanged, with statistically significant decreases in errors in all

specifications except for the estimation of false positives, where the impact becomes statistically

insignificant. These results are consistent with our findings in Section 5.2, which shows increases

in the advance size due to increases in the author’s bargaining power. However, since we do not

see a concurrent increase in false positives, prediction precision still likely has increased.

Additional robustness checks Next, we estimate an ordered logit model to allow for non-

linearity. Column (1) of Table A.4 reports individual After ⇥Romance coe�cients for each value

of the Error variable as described in Figure 6. The results suggest that the advent of digital self-

publishing has reduced smaller errors more than larger errors, although the coe�cients are not

44
If the publisher has all bargaining power, the advances would likely be negative, or at least close to zero, regardless

of the idea’s ex-ante and ex-post appeal.
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Figure 1: Adoption of e-reading devices and digital self-publishing platforms in the US
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platform to have their books published. Such self-publishing platforms are comparable to so-called

Vanity Presses and Print-on-Demand services, which also allow any author to publish their physical

books for a small fee.8 However, the full automation and digital distribution of the self-publishing

platforms drive costs down far below what these more traditional outlets could o↵er, making self-

publishing more popular among both authors and readers. While traditional publishers need to

“bet on the right horse” and only take on those book ideas which they expect to be successful,

self-publishing platforms provide a distribution channel for all books.

The right-hand panel of Figure 1 depicts the number of books published on the self-publishing

platform Smashwords. The supply of books has grown significantly after 2008, although the increase

is mostly driven by one particular genre. Before 2010, the number of Romance books was similar

to the number of books in other genres(e.g. fantasy, children, religion, mystery, self-improvement,

biography). In 2011, there were roughly twice as many romance books, and after 2011 the supply

of romance novels on the self-publishing platform is roughly 5 times larger than that of the second

most represented genre.

Self-publishing allowed many new authors to reach consumers, and some of these self-published

8
See Laquintano (2013) for a detailed discussion of the di↵erences between traditional vanity press and print-on-demand

services which entered the market using digital technology.
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Absolute prediction error decreases significantly
Figure 7: Prediction error, group di↵erences over time
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after. We thus assume approximately equal bargaining powers across publisher and author.44

Table 6 repeats the analysis from the main estimation, using the lower target values. The esti-

mated impacts remain mostly unchanged, with statistically significant decreases in errors in all

specifications except for the estimation of false positives, where the impact becomes statistically

insignificant. These results are consistent with our findings in Section 5.2, which shows increases

in the advance size due to increases in the author’s bargaining power. However, since we do not

see a concurrent increase in false positives, prediction precision still likely has increased.

Additional robustness checks Next, we estimate an ordered logit model to allow for non-

linearity. Column (1) of Table A.4 reports individual After ⇥Romance coe�cients for each value

of the Error variable as described in Figure 6. The results suggest that the advent of digital self-

publishing has reduced smaller errors more than larger errors, although the coe�cients are not

44
If the publisher has all bargaining power, the advances would likely be negative, or at least close to zero, regardless

of the idea’s ex-ante and ex-post appeal.
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Publishers make less errors

Figure 6: Dealsize, ex post profit and prediction error
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After ⇥ Romance is negative and statistically significant, providing strong empirical support for

Proposition 2. The advances paid to authors more accurately reflect an idea’s commercial success

by 28.8% due to self-publishing.43 Column (2) examines the extensive margin – whether publishers

become less likely to make a mistake at all – in a linear probability model. The negative and

statistically significant coe�cient indicates that the likelihood of making an error decreases by 9.1

percentage points. At the mean, this is equivalent to 24.4% fewer errors.

Table 5: Results: Changes in predicting ex-post appeal

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Abs(Error) I(Error) False Neg False Pos

After2010 ⇥ Romance -0.236⇤⇤⇤ -0.091⇤⇤⇤ -0.046⇤⇤ -0.045⇤

(0.066) (0.030) (0.022) (0.024)

Observations 14771 14771 14771 14771

R2 0.336 0.380 0.076 0.396
Notes: Editor and month-year fixed e↵ects. Controls, lower-level interactions and constant included but not reported.

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered on the editor-level.
⇤ p < 0.10, ⇤⇤ p < 0.05 ⇤⇤⇤ p < 0.01

The remaining columns further investigate the mechanisms with which the error decreases. Column

(3) estimates the impact of self-publishing on false negatives (deals with “too small” an advance)

and Column (4) estimates the impact on false positives (deals with “too large” an advance). We

find negative and significant coe�cients for each type of error. Both types of errors decrease by

43
Coe�cient divided by sample average, 0.236/0.819=28.8%.
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• Fewer “false negatives” 
• 81.9% decrease at the mean
• could be due to a shift in bargaining power: authors get better deals

• Fewer “false positives” 
• 13.4% decrease at the mean
• can’t be explained by shifts in bargaining power



Conclusions
Greater variety of available titles (at lower prices)

• Could improve consumer welfare

Larger license fees for authors

• Redistribution of income from publisher to authors

• Increased incentives to produce?

Better prediction of ex-post appeal

• Reallocation of resources could benefit (almost) everyone 

• Self-publishing and traditional publishers as complements

Implications for other markets

• Similar setting in markets for more general ideas (e.g. crowdfunding)


